Great Ideas … But Still Waiting to Happen
Panel Moderator: Mary Beth Pratt

In the first segment this morning, we examine why four particular Great Ideas that
have been highly touted have yet to happen – at least they have yet to happen in the
way we were led to believe they would. Were the Great Ideas just ahead of their
time – and is that time about to arrive now? Maybe we didn’t really understand these
Great Ideas as well as we thought. Were they “manufactured” issues, that is, Great
Theoretical Ideas with no practical application? Maybe these Great Ideas were
pitched to the wrong audience. Did they need newer technology – or just newer
thinking?
More fundamentally, what is the life cycle of older Great Ideas that seemed great but
never realized their potential? How do we get better acceptance and adoption of a
Great Idea? Could the staff/lawyer divide (each group with differing goals and
perspectives) be at the heart of the issue? Do Great Ideas that fail to happen really
indicate failures in leadership?
Mark Greene leads off with a short discussion of the CRM software Great Idea.
Enterprise software, seamlessly talking to accounting and file management software,
constantly informing staff and lawyers “who knows who” in the client database,
integrated with event planning, e-newsletter distribution, client surveys, new file
openings … only a few items on a long list of magical output that was supposed to
occur at the firm and the individual lawyer level – all in the name of excellence in
Client Relationship Management.
Mark Robertson then provokes us by highlighting the Death of the Billable Hour – a
death greatly exaggerated by contrast with our predictions. Who inside law firms
would not celebrate ceasing to measure out our lives in tenths of hours? We know
that a final result in a knowledge-based professional sector is primarily measured by a
client in qualitative terms, not quantitative terms. And we also know that many
corporate clients need the certainty of a fixed budget allocation. So what is holding
back this Great Big Idea?
Ed Poll reminds us about the innumerable seminars, conferences, bull sessions, etc on
career, retirement and succession planning. For several decades firms and individual
partners have sat through seemingly endless lectures on these Great Ideas: how to
keep up, how to move on and how to get out. But to what effect? Are we any
smarter about this Great Idea and, if not, why not?
Richard Potter closes with the Great Idea of management training. When it comes to
law-as-a-business, we know that lawyers generally have had no training as managers,
whereas we know that in general industry management training has become much
more – it has graduated to a Great Requirement. But how to find the time, the
credible providers, and deal with the general attitude ‘I didn’t qualify as a lawyer so
that I could waste my time on management’.

Really Tough Times or Just the Business Cycle
Moderator: Ron Staudt
The media continues to bombard us with terrible economic news: mortgage and bank
crises, massive budget deficits, stock market declines and spiraling price pressure on
energy and commodities. The legal business cycle may be softer than the ups and
downs of the national and global economy after all; even major economic declines
produce work for lawyers. But at the minimum, these economic changes have an
impact on the types of work lawyers do and the staffing requirements of the most
recession proof law firm.
And, maybe this economic cycle is something different. Huge wealth transfers to the
Middle East and Russia together with the emergence of China and India may
restructure the world economy. Large US law firms are increasingly global and even
US-centric law practice is affected by the growing capability to outsource off shore.
And what happens to those least able to pay for lawyers when times are tough, pro
bono volunteers grow scarce and donations supporting justice initiatives run low?
Four experts on aspects of these issues will start off a timely exploration of these
really tough times.
John Smock leads off this discussion with an overview of how the legal industry is
faring as a whole and strategically what law firms need to do to remain at the top of
their game.
Carol Phillips takes us through the changes happening in law firms today. Is it
because of the economy or just finding better ways to do things?
Ron Friedmann will then explore how outsourcing services locally or abroad has
increased dramatically and what effect that has on the bottom line.
Alan Paterson closes with an international perspective on the access to justice
implications of the current economic cycle.

Web 2.0 – What Does It Mean For The Legal Profession
Moderator: Dan Pinnington

Rounding out today’s program is a topic that 15 years ago wasn’t even an issue but
now affects how we do business today. The tangled world of Web 2.0 now connects
lawyers and clients in more ways than most appreciate and understand. Social,
geographic and time zone barriers are fading from memory for many of us, and
younger people know nothing of them. These changes have touched just about every
aspect of our daily lives, sometimes in very subtle ways, and in some instances they
have completely transformed how things are done or happen.
The legal profession is not isolated or immune from these changes. From client-facing
technology to social networking and virtual groups, from practicing ethically in a Web
2.0 world to what’s next with wikis and blogs, lawyers and law firms must learn to
live and work with these new technology tools. But just how will lawyers and firms
exploit these new challenges and opportunities?
Four fellows who are experts on Web 2.0 issues will share their thoughts and
observations on what this means for the legal profession.
David Bilinsky will enlighten us on all the new ways for lawyers and clients to
collaborate with technology.
George Brandon follows up by showing us how social networking is changing the
profession.
William Hornsby explores ethics in the new world of Web 2.0, some of the old rules
work, some will have to be tweaked, and some just don’t work anymore.
Finally, Linda Klein will address wellness and balance in a 24/7 connected Web 2.0
world – is it possible?
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